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ABSTRACT

This U. S. Bureau of Mines (USBM) report presents results of stress analyses and field observations to investigate the effects of elevated trench drifts on the structural stability of rock mass zones surrounding a production draw drift in a mine utilizing a mechanized load-haul-dump (LHD) trench undercut panel caving system. A two-dimensional boundary-element mine stress model was developed to predict the locations and extent of damaged rock mass zones surrounding draw drifts where adjacent, parallel trench drifts are either elevated or not elevated above the LHD production draw drift level. A Mohr-Coulomb shear-failure criterion was obtained directly from in situ borehole shear test data. Hoek-Brown shear-failure parameter values were computed from borehole-shear and triaxial test data. A procedure is described to estimate these parameters when a rock mass rating (RMR) value and triaxial data on intact samples exist, and no borehole shear test data exist.

Results indicate that trench drifts, elevated to the level equal to the height of the LHD production draw drift, would not minimize material damage nor significantly enhance the stability of rib and crown pillar zones surrounding production draw drifts in the mechanized LHD trench undercut caving panel investigated at this mine.

1Mining engineer, Denver Research Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, Denver, CO.
INTRODUCTION

A dilemma common to many block caving systems is the existence of two opposing ground control requirements. The in situ rock mass must experience sufficient material damage during undercutting to initiate caving, while the unmined rock mass that surrounds the production level drifts must provide stable rib and crown pillars during all stages of mine development and production. Major geomechanical problems affecting block caving operations are predicting cavability, defining size distribution of broken ore, and designing stable production openings (1, 2).

In an effort to advance the U.S. Bureau of Mines (USBM) mission to ensure an adequate, dependable supply of minerals, USBM researchers have investigated mine design parameters, rock mass rating (RMR) characteristics, and sequential operating procedures critical to the success of block caving systems (2). Research in this area included development of a generic finite-element stress model to investigate how premining stresses, rock fractures, and block boundary weakening zones may influence caving (3), and a finite-element model to predict redistribution of stresses and potential zones of weakness in a particular orebody to be block caved (4).

In 1988, the USBM entered into a cooperative research agreement with the Magma Copper Co., Tucson, AZ, to obtain relevant information on block caving ground control problems and consider alternative solutions. This investigation, conducted at the San Manuel Mine located 40 miles northwest of Tucson, AZ, used a two-dimensional boundary-element structural stress analysis model to evaluate whether or not elevated trench drifts could minimize material damage and significantly enhance the stability of rock mass zones surrounding production draw drifts in this particular load-haul-dump (LHD) trench undercut panel caving mine.

Prior to 1984, the San Manuel Mine had used a conventional gravity draw horizontal undercut block caving system shown in figure 1 (5). In late 1984, Magma began testing new mining methods using mechanized equipment. The new longhole horizontal undercut method focused on driving undercut drifts with rubber-tired jumbo drills and diesel-powered LHD units (6). Longholes, drilled from these drifts, were blasted to complete the development of the horizontal undercut located 4.5 m (15 ft) above the production draw level. Caving ore flowed through draw raises to a network of grizzly drifts, where it continued to move by gravity down closely spaced orepasses into loading chutes, located 18 m (60 ft) below on the train haulage level (figure 1). This design decreased undercut drift footage and reduced the cost to complete the undercut.

Experience and knowledge gained from the longhole undercut project led to the design and development of a new mechanized LHD trench drift undercut panel caving system in 1985 in test panels 18 and 19 on the 2315 level. The new trench drift undercut caving system consisted of parallel LHD production draw and trench drifts alternating across a panel area (figure 2). Chamber draw drifts were driven 45° from LHD production draw drifts to the trench drift. Figure 2 shows the locations of nonelevated trench drifts (dashed profile) tested in panels 18 and 19 and elevated trench drifts used in production panels 3 and 11 on 2615 level. Figure 3 shows the relative locations of production and chamber draw drifts and rib pillars for the original nonelevated trench and subsequent alternative elevated trench drift designs. Longholes, inclined 60°, were ring drilled upward in a fan-shaped pattern from the trench drift and extended 18 m (60 ft) over the LHD draw drifts. Longholes were loaded with powder and shot to initiate undercutting, followed by full-production caving (figure 2). The caved ore was drawn by the LHD unit from the loading chamber draw drift that accessed the trench drift muck pile from the production draw drift. After the LHD loaded in the chamber drift, it trammed through the production draw drift and dumped the ore into the nearest orepass. The effect of this design was to increase draw efficiency by replacing the work force with high-capacity mobile equipment. The design reduced haulage development footage and required fewer orepasses, resulting in lower capital costs. Magma engineers (7) reported some areas in the 2315 level test panels experienced few ground control overpressure problems. However, other areas experienced rib pillar failures with subsequent convergence of the roof rock-arch (crown pillar) zone located directly above the LHD draw drifts. Figure 4 depicts observed displacement patterns in trench drift panels, resulting in rib failure and subsequent displacement of the crown pillar. Areas containing joints and faults showed early sloughing along the ribs of LHD production and chamber draw drifts.

Full tonnage extraction was not achieved in test panels 18 and 19, compared to production from adjacent panels using the conventional gravity draw caving system.
Figure 1

Isometric view of conventional gravity draw caving system at San Manuel Mine.
Isometric view of mechanized load haul dump (LHD) trench undercut caving system at San Manuel Mine with locations of elevated and nonelevated (dashed profile) trench drifts.
Isometric view of elevated and nonelevated trench drift designs. A, Elevated trench drifts implemented in production panels 3 and 11 on 2615 level; B, original nonelevated trench drifts tested in panels 18 and 19 on 2315 level.
Observed displacement pattern around LHD production draw drift. A, Original rock-arch shape before failure; B, rock-arch movement and shape after failure.
In 1987, further modifications of drift spacing (in plan view) were incorporated into the design and implemented in two full-scale production panels (3 and 11) on the 2615 LHD production level, located 90 m (300 ft) below the 2315 level. A principal design change included increasing the height of the LHD drifts from 3 m (10 ft) to 3.6 m (12 ft) to accommodate larger, higher capacity LHD production equipment. Before this cooperative project started, trench drifts had already been elevated 3.6 m (12 ft) above the production draw drift elevation to create larger supporting rib pillars (figure 5B). This was done in an effort to reduce rock mass damage from trench blasting and more effectively sustain overpressure loads created during initial stages of undercutting (stage 2) and full-production caving (stage 3) (figure 6). Spacings between LHD and chamber draw drifts were increased, and ground support rock bolting systems were modified to help mitigate ground movement. Concurrently, Magma engineers documented results from RMR and joint and fault field surveys (8) conducted near Magma’s convergence monitoring survey site in panel 3 on 2615 LHD production level (figure 54).

In addition to the design changes already noted, parallel apex drifts (figure 7) were driven 18 m (60 ft) above and over the draw drifts to ensure that the trench cave initiation blasts would not leave unbroken load-bearing, rock-column stubs over the draw drifts (figure 6). Stress analyses assisted in investigating the potential adverse effects these stubs might impose on the mining operation. Incomplete caving overlap between adjacent trenches could result in overpressure, causing either rib pillar and/or roof damage. These apex drifts were not included in the original mine design. Should apex drifts be necessary, the total capital cost for this design would increase. A generic mine stress model geometry was created to simulate this worst case situation by increasing the trench slope angle from 60° to 75° and omitting the apex drifts (figure 6).

Production efficiencies in panels 3 and 11 (2615 level) were reported good in certain areas where the effect of ground pressure was not apparent. Regions containing large intersecting faults and altered material sustained severe damage to ribs and subsequent convergence of the crown pillar. Some of these difficult ground conditions eventually led to production delays and increased maintenance costs. Ground instability problems, including some floor heaving, continued to occur in the mechanized LHD trench drift production panels.

In 1988, Magma announced this mechanized LHD trench undercut caving system would be limited to the San Manuel orebody, scheduled for depletion in 3 years (9).

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The investigation of rib and crown pillar instabilities, identified with the LHD trench undercut caving system at the San Manuel Mine, was conducted in four phases.

The first phase involved a field trip to the mine to meet the geological and mining engineers cooperating in the 24-month project and collect geotechnical and other mine reports relevant to this ground instability problem. Underground sites were inspected where the original non-elevated trench drift mine design was tested and spacings were later modified because of rib failures and subsequent displacement of the crown pillar directly over the LHD production drift. Project members observed the repeating mining cycle, which consisted of panel drift development, trench undercutting, and full-production caving stages. Production panels, where 3.6-m (12-ft) elevated trench drifts were currently being implemented, were examined so that size, shape, and spacings (in section) of drift, trench, and cave openings could be incorporated into a two-dimensional, boundary-element stress (material damage) analysis computer modeling program named EXAMINE²D (10). Magma engineers provided geologic structure and RMR data characterizing the panel area where elevated trench caving was to start and convergence monitoring was in progress. The USBM selected this site to conduct borehole TV camera surveys. Magma engineers would record displacement and USBM personnel would observe crack development in the rock mass surrounding LHD draw drift 7 at chamber draw drift 5 south in panel 3 on 2615 level.

Physical rock property data were derived from in situ borehole shear and laboratory triaxial tests previously conducted by the USBM in panels 2 and 41 on the 2315 level.

In phase two, three rock strength data analysis methods were conducted to determine the Mohr-Coulomb and Hoek-Brown failure criterion parameter values for rock mass and intact rock conditions. The boundary-element stress analysis program EXAMINE²D accepts either criterion. Mine stress model case studies were based on the Mohr-Coulomb rock mass shear-failure parameters (friction angle, cohesion, and a user-specified tension cut-off value) and the Hoek-Brown material strength parameters (the unconfined compressive strength of intact rock UCS(i), material friction value, m, and inherent strength value, s ). Mohr-Coulomb rock mass shear-failure parameters were computed by a linear regression analysis program applied to a large suite of borehole shear test data.
Figure 5
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Locations of TV camera and convergence boreholes at field survey site in panel 3 on 2615 level. A, Plan view of mine stress model section A-A; B, typical section B-B.
Boundary-element mine model for simulating mining cycle caving stages (see figure 5, oblique section A-A).
Section view of elevated trench drift design with apex drifts added (after Allum (7)).
Hooke-Brown shear-failure parameter values were calculated by the ROCKDATA program, using borehole shear test and triaxial compressive strength test data on intact core samples removed from the shear test boresoles. With the rock mass failure criterion specified and the stresses induced around mine excavations computed, EXAMINE2D computes shear strength factor (strength-stress ratio) values for a multitude of grid points within the model rock zones. The strength factor (SF) output data were used to predict conditions where the rock material may be damaged from high shear stress and becomes unstable. Premining in situ stress values are major input data required by the computer model. However, since initial in situ (premining) stresses had not been obtained in this orebody, the computer stress analysis was performed on a generic and qualitative basis. In the absence of measured premining stress data, a computer stress modeling strategy was formulated to achieve the project objectives. First, a sensitivity analysis was performed using a range of assumed premining stress conditions. The purpose was to search for a model case that simulated the observed rib failures and crown pillar movements that occurred in the original nonelevated trench drift test panels. A range of likely initial principal horizontal stress values (high, medium, and low) was tried, with the principal vertical gravity stress increasing linearly. Mining personnel suggested that the rock mass was generally loose and had not exhibited unusually high initial horizontal stress during early stages of panel drift development. The best estimated premining stress values, therefore, focused on the effects of gravity and Poisson's ratio. All mine models were generic and did not represent any specific section in the mine. Once the desired model simulation case was determined from the initial stress candidates above, three parametric stress model cases were performed:

1. For neighboring trench drifts elevated 3.6 m (12 ft) above the LHD production draw drift level.
2. For a hypothetical alternative design, with neighboring trench drifts elevated 5.5 m (18 ft) above the LHD production draw drift level.
3. For the modified stage 2 configuration at the survey site, delaying excavation of the right adjacent trench drift.

Phase three focused on the geometric features and stress modeling capability of the computer program EXAMINE2D, used to create the mine stress models. Data entry procedures for constructing the boundary-element model and computing SF values were identified. Shear SF contour maps were generated for each modeling case, and the pending unstable behavior in the rock mass was interpreted on the basis of indicated material damaged zones. Researchers were aided in reaching a qualitative conclusion on whether or not elevating trench drifts might be advantageous by comparing locations and extent of predicted material damaged zones around the LHD draw drift.

In phase four, two borehole TV camera surveys were performed at the field survey site. The camera system recorded audio descriptions and video tape images at 50-mm (2-in) intervals to document rock surface conditions inside four holes during (modified stage 2) caving and 3 months later when stage 5 full-production caving was achieved. The objective was to determine the actual stage at which cracks first occurred and compare it to the mine model caving stage that first predicted initial material damage.

**LHD TRENCH UNDERCUT CAVING SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATIONS**

This section describes the layout of panel drifts mined during the initial development stage and the resulting infrastructure of unmined rock mass that provided ground support during cave initiation and subsequent mining cycle excavation stages. Plan and section views describe the geometry of the mine excavations and the operating procedures of the diesel-powered LHD units. Mining cycle excavation stages are defined and mine model design considerations are presented.

**PLAN AND SECTION VIEWS OF PANEL DRIFTS, TRENCHES, AND CAVES**

Mine drift development and production stages common to the mechanized LHD trench undercut caving system are described by Magma engineer Crandall (11). Figure 5 shows the location of the field survey site in panel 3 on the 2615 level. LHD production draw drifts, 3.6 by 3.6 m (12 by 12 ft), are driven on 18-m (60-ft) centers beneath the ore zone. Staggered chamber draw drifts are driven from the production draw drifts on uniform 12.1-m (40-ft) spacing with an LHD turn-in angle of 45°. Trench undercut drifts driven between the LHD production draw drifts intersect the ends of the chamber drifts that define the chamber draw (loading) point locations. Caving is initiated by ring drilling 75-mm (3-in) diam longholes 18 m (60 ft) long from the trench drift and blasting sets of rings spaced on 1.5-m (5-ft) centers along the trench drift axis. The drill and blast sequence is repeated along the trench drift while the same sequence is started in the next
adjacent trench drift. After the initial fragmented rock is extracted, the caving ore moves toward the draw points. Full-production caving is achieved when broken rock continues to gravitate toward the end of the chamber draw drift brow. Near the brow, the LHD unit scoops up the ore, hauls it to the nearest orepass, and dumps it down the transfer raise to the train loading chute station 18 m (60 ft) below. Chamber drift brow consists of structural steel supporting segments that are encased in concrete around the chamber drift opening. They are used to control the ore flow into the chamber draw point and are vulnerable to overpressure, which is caused by blasting to initiate caving in the adjacent trench. A major modification to the original nonelevated trench design was to elevate the trench drifts 3.6 m (12 ft) above the 2615 production level (figure 5B). The rationale for elevating these drifts was to enhance the stability in adjacent rib and crown pillars by retaining more unmined rock mass located directly below the elevated trench drift floor and between the adjacent chamber drifts. Since the caving stage at which the model might predict material damage zones was not known a priori, the model was developed to simulate cave configurations from stage 2 to stage 5 (figure 6). Initial material damage was predicted in the rib pillars at stage 2; therefore, stages 3, 4, and 5 were not simulated, because the material was considered disturbed beyond the linear elastic response assumed by the boundary-element method.

**MINE MODEL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

### Oblique Section for Mine Stress Model

Figure 5A shows the infrastructure of unmined rock mass that must provide ground support during the productive life of the panel. Boundary panel access drifts were driven around the panel area before the LHD production draw, chamber, and trench drifts were excavated. The formation of this panel drift layout resulted in the extraction of 65% of the rock mass directly above the 2615 level, leaving 35% unmined rock mass to support overpressure loads induced during subsequent cave initiation and full-production caving stages. An oblique section (figure 5A, A-A) was chosen for this investigation so that the model would include unmined rock mass in both the left and right rib pillars (figure 6).

### Mining Cycle Excavation Stages

Repeating mining cycle excavation stages proceed from stage 2 through stage 5. The excavation geometries for each stage are illustrated in figure 6, where stage 2 is the excavation configuration created when the left trench has been ring drilled and blasted to initiate the left cave. Stage 3 represents the formation of full-production caving upward. Stage 2 and stage 3 sequences are repeated as stage 4 and stage 5 in the adjacent right trench drift.

### Excavation Modifications

In addition to the elevation of the trench drifts, two other drift excavation modifications were implemented in panel 3 on the 2615 level. Apex drifts (figure 7), located 18 m (60 ft) above each LHD production draw, were driven to inspect the effects of blasting at the ends of the ring holes and ensure that adjacent caves were interacting so that no rock stubs developed (8). Remnant pillars (rock stubs) may have been a major cause for the instabilities observed around the LHD draw drifts. The apex drifts were omitted from the mine stress model for the following reasons. First, the original nonelevated trench design did not include these drifts, and secondly, modeling the worse-case overpressure, induced by the caving process, might contribute to understanding the basic causes of the rib and crown pillar instability problem. The generic mine stress model geometry in the oblique section was created to simulate this worse-case situation by increasing the trench slope angle from 60° to 75° and omitting the apex drift (figure 6).

Common practice was to develop all trench drifts well ahead of blasting the first (left) trench to initiate caving across the panel (figure 5). Magma had just modified the stage 2 excavation configuration by delaying the excavation of the right elevated trench drift as long as possible so that more unmined rock mass temporarily remained to sustain overpressure caused by blasting and caving in the left trench. To simulate the modified stage 2 configuration, the mine model geometry also included the end of the chamber draw drift at the brow loading point (figure 7). This time-delay procedure was implemented at the field survey site.

### DETERMINATION OF ROCK MASS AND INTACT ROCK SHEAR-FAILURE CRITERIA PARAMETER VALUES

Rock strength data analyses were conducted using the computer program ROCKDATA. This software, and the two-dimensional boundary-element stress analysis program EXAMINE®, were developed by the Data Visualization Laboratory and Rock Engineering Group, University of Toronto and Mining Technology Division, Noranda in Pointe-Claire, Quebec (10). The programs belong in the public domain. Computing routines and data analysis
options in ROCKDATA are presented by Hoek and Brown (12-13) and Hoek (14). This section describes how the ROCKDATA program was used to compute Mohr-Coulomb and Hoek-Brown rock material shear-failure parameter values required by the EXAMINE2D mine stress modeling program.

The Mohr-Coulomb rock mass, M-C(rm), failure criterion parameters are—

1. Material friction angle, $\phi$(rm).
2. Cohesion intercept, $c_{\text{coh}}$(rm).
3. User-specified tension cut-off value, $\sigma_t$(rm).

The Hoek-Brown intact, H-B(i), rock parameters are defined as—

1. Unconfined compressive strength of intact rock, UCS(i).
2. Material friction constant of intact rock, $m$(i).
3. Material inherent strength constant of intact rock, $s$(i), which is equal to 1.0.

The Hoek-Brown rock mass, H-B(rm), parameters are defined as—

1. Unconfined compressive strength of the rock mass, UCS(rm).
2. Material friction constant of the rock mass, $m$(rm).
3. Material inherent strength constant of the rock mass, $s$(rm).

Three data analysis methods were used in this study. In method I, M-C(rm) parameters were computed from borehole shear test data $(r,\sigma_t)$, previously collected by USBM in panels 2 and 41 on 2315 level. These panels were horizontally offset about 182 m (600 ft) north and 152 m (500 ft) southwest, respectively, from the borehole TV camera survey site in panel 3 on the 2615 level. Borehole shear test equipment and test and data analysis procedures are described by Panek (15).

In method II, H-B(i) parameters were computed from triaxial test data $(r,\sigma_t)$ on core samples removed from the shear test boreholes. H-B(rm) parameters were computed from borehole shear test data $(r,\sigma_t)$ and unconfined compressive strength UCS(i).

Method III is a procedure that estimates H-B(rm) parameters for the situation where no borehole shear data exist, but RMR value from field surveys and triaxial test data from intact rock samples do exist (8, 16). This situation occurred in panels 3 and 11 on 2615 level.

**RESULTS FROM ROCK STRENGTH DATA ANALYSES**

**Data Analysis Method I**

A linear regression analysis in ROCKDATA computed the M-C(rm) parameter values shown in figure 8 and table 1, where the material friction angle $\phi$(rm) = 36.5°; the cohesion intercept $c_{\text{coh}}$(rm) = 4.1 MPa (592 psi).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.—Physical rock properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniaxial compression:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson's ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation, MPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength, MPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young's modulus x 10^6, MPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triaxial:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion, MPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension (Brazilian):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation, MPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength, MPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion, MPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle, deg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND Not determined.
1Panel 2 and 41 samples from 2315 level; others from 2615 level.
2USBM borehole shear tests.
3Laboratory direct shear tests.

NOTE.—All data rounded.

Source: Mine reports.
Mohr-Coulomb rock mass shear-failure parameter values from borehole shear tests in panels 2 and 41 on 2315 level and method I: $\phi(m) = 36.5^\circ$ and $\sigma_{sc}(m) = 4.1$ MPa.

A nonlinear regression analysis routine in ROCKDATA computed the H-B(i) parameter values shown in figure 9 and table 2, where UCS(i) = 91.1 MPa (13,210 psi); m(i) = 15.1; and s(i) = 1.

### Table 2—Hoek-Brown (material constants) parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Quartz monzonite</th>
<th>Dacite porphyry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples tested$^1$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction constant of intact rock$^2$, m(i)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction constant of rock mass$^3$, m(rm)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherent strength constant of intact rock, s(i)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherent strength constant of rock mass, s(rm)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock mass rating (RMR)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconfined compressive strength of intact rock$^2$, m(i) UCS(i), MPa</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconfined compressive strength of rock mass$^3$, UCS(rm), MPa</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND Not determined.

$^1$Panel 2 and 41 samples from 2315 level; others from 2615 level.

$^2$Samples relatively free of discontinuities.

$^3$Rock mass with discontinuities.

NOTE.—All data are rounded.
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Hoek-Brown shear-failure parameter values for intact rock and rock mass conditions by method II.  
A-B, Laboratory triaxial tests on borehole core samples; C-D, borehole shear tests in panels 2 and 41 on 2315 level.
ROCKDATA provides an option to repeat the regression analysis to compute the H-B(rm) parameter values for the rock mass. Two input data were required: (1) the borehole shear test data set ($r, \sigma_r$), and (2) the unconfined compression strength from intact core sample UCS(i). Computed results are shown in figure 9 and table 2, where UCS(rm) = 17.3 MPa (2,510 psi); m(rm) = 2.2; and s(rm) = 0.036.

ROCKDATA estimates the tensile strength values for intact and rock mass: $\sigma_t(i) = 6$ MPa (870 psi), and $\sigma_t(rm) = 1.48$ MPa (220 psi) (figures 9A, 9C).

Data Analysis Method III

Since no borehole shear test data existed from panels 3 and 11 on the 2615 level, data analysis method III was used to estimate Hoek-Brown rock mass parameters $m(rm)$ and $s(rm)$, when RMR values had been obtained from geological field surveys conducted in panels 3 and 11 on the 2615 level (8). RMR values, determined during the initial mine panel development were (1) RMR = 51 in panel 3, and (2) RMR = 58 in panel 11 (table 2).

The procedure for calculating Hoek-Brown material constants (12) is—

1. Compute UCS(i), and $m(i)$, applying ROCKDATA to the set of intact triaxial test data, where $s(i) = 1$ for intact rock.
2. Compute $m(rm)$ using Hoek-Brown's proposed relationship, where $m(rm) = m(i) \times e^{((RMR-100)/28)}$, for undisturbed rock mass.
3. Compute $s(rm)$ using Hoek-Brown's proposed relationship where $s(rm) = s(i) \times e^{((RMR-100)/9)}$, and $s(i) = 1$ for intact rock.

Numerical results from this procedure are shown in table 2 for two rock types. For example, parameter values for quartz monzonite in panel 3 are $m(i) = 29$, $m(rm) = 5$, and $s(rm) = 0.004$.

Hoek and Brown describe a ROCKDATA routine, derived by Bray (12), that computes and plots a shear-failure envelope whenever Hoek-Brown material constants UCS(i), m(rm), and s(rm) are either specified or determined (figures 9B, 9D). These plots may be used to compare envelopes derived from borehole shear tests (data analysis method I) with field RMR surveys (data analysis method III).

MINE MODEL INPUT PARAMETERS AND SF COMPUTATION

The EXAMINE2D program computes principal stresses and material damage SF for a selected grid of points, where each point represents a location within rock zones surrounding underground excavations. This section describes how the stress analysis package was used to construct the mine model excavation geometries (caving stages) prior to computing the material damage SF, and how ground instability may be inferred from mine model SF contour maps that indicate locations and extent of damaged rock zones.

The program accepts any consistent set of units of measure, but prompts the modeler for data in metric units. Compressive stresses are positive and tensile stresses are negative. The software package consists of (1) a model-building module, (2) a compute module for calculating stresses and material damage SF, and (3) an interpretation module for generating contour maps that graphically display the location and extent of inferred damaged and/or undamaged rock zones.

MODEL-BUILDING MODULE

The model-building module is the preprocessing software used for entering the boundary excavation geometry, rock mass elastic property, shear-failure criterion parameter data, and initial premining field stresses. Steps for creating mine stress models and entering initial parameter input data are presented below.

Boundary Excavation Data

Figure 10 shows the connected line segments necessary to define the stage 2 excavation geometry and contour grid for the nonelevated trench drift mine model. For excavations, line segments are created by entering the beginning and ending coordinates, while proceeding counterclockwise around the opening until closure occurs. The coordinates may be entered using the key pad or cursor. Eight line segments were needed to create the boundaries. Tick marks, around the excavated boundaries, identify the length of each boundary-element used in the computing module. The large rectangular boundary around the mine openings defines a user-specified coordinate grid. It is used by the interpretation module to plot stress and material damage SF contour maps. Details of the stress theory and mathematical relations for boundary-elements are presented by Crouch (17) and Curran (12).


**Elastic Material Property Data**

The Young's modulus and Poisson's values are averages from core sample tests reported in mine records (table 1):

- Young's modulus (E) = 32,000 MPa (4.64 x 10^6 psi).
- Poisson's ratio (ν) = 0.17.

**Rock Mass Shear-Failure Criterion Input Data**

Mohr-Coulomb rock mass (rm) shear-failure parameters (table 1):

- Friction angle: φ(rm) = 36.5°.
- Cohesion intercept: σ_0(rm) = 4.1 MPa (592 psi).
- Tensile strength: σ_t(rm) = 3.7 MPa (540 psi).

The user-specified tension cut-off model input data is the average value determined by the Hoek-Brown data analysis method II (figure 9).

Hoek-Brown intact and rock mass strength parameters were derived from borehole shear tests conducted in panels 2 and 41 on the 2315 level (table 2):

- UCS(i) = 91.1 MPa (13,210 psi).
- m(rm) = 2.2, s(rm) = 0.036.

**Initial Premining Field Stress Input Data**

The initial principal vertical stress was assumed to vary linearly with depth from the ground surface. With the rock unit weight of 0.0252 MN/m^3 (160 lb/ft^3), the
corresponding gravity gradient is 0.0252 MPa/m (1.11 psi/ft). The effect of 792 m (2,615 ft) of overburden above the 2615 level induces a premining vertical stress of about 19.8 MPa (2,870 psi). The initial principal horizontal stress is computed by multiplying the vertical stress value by the horizontal stress ratio (Ko) value. The model requires three input parameters to define the premining gravity stress field: (1) the unit weight of the rock (ρ), (2) the vertical model coordinate (D) at the ground surface, where the vertical model coordinate at ground surface was 838 m (2,765 ft) and is based on the mine model coordinate system, and (3) the assumed horizontal stress ratio value (Ko).

Since the initial state-of-stress was not known in the San Manuel orebody, an initial horizontal stress sensitivity analysis was performed by varying the premining horizontal stress ratio (Ko) for a range of high, medium, and low values: 1.00, 0.50, and 0.25. The lowest Ko value, 0.25, approximates the horizontal stress effect produced by the Poisson's ratio, which is calculated by dividing Poisson's ratio of 0.17 by the quantity (1-0.17), yielding a Ko value of 0.205. The high and medium stress ratios assume the possibility of tectonic stresses in the orebody (18). The purpose for the stress sensitivity analyses was to find a model with an initial premining stress that simulates the type of failures observed in the nonelevated trench drift test panels. Once this model was identified, it was used in a parametric analysis for two elevated trench drift designs and the modified stage 2 configuration.

Stress and SF Grid Output Data

Figure 11 shows the connected line segments needed to define the stage 2 excavation geometry and contour grid for the alternative elevated trench drift design mine model. Grid size, shape, and locations are specified by the user. Each grid is divided by evenly spaced horizontal and vertical lines to form a mesh of intersecting lines. Stress and SF output data are computed at each intersection. A multitude of grid point data assists the interpretation graphics display module in plotting smooth contour maps of principal stress and material damage SF output data.

Computation of SF Data

EXAMINE computes the SF by dividing the maximum rock strength, S_{max} (strength), mobilized by the confining stress (P) at a point, by the maximum induced shear stress existing at the same point, S_{max} (shear stress). In mathematical terms, the rock mass SF is defined—

\[ SF = \frac{S_{max} (strength)}{S_{max} (shear stress)}, \]

where

\[ S_{max} (strength) = \sigma_{coh} (rm) \times \cos(\phi (rm)) \]
\[ + P \times \sin(\phi (rm)), \]

\[ S_{max} (shear stress) = (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)/2, \]

and

\[ P = (\sigma_1 + \sigma_3)/2. \]

COMPUTE MODULE

Once all modeling constructs and initial input parameter data are entered into a model input file, the compute module calculates stresses and SF at each of the specified grid points.

INTERPRETATION MODULE

Material damage prediction model cases are presented in terms of SF contour maps. SF contour ranges are displayed by distinctive textural patterns. Each pattern represents a stress condition that affected rock material by either tension or six ranges of shear stress intensity, e.g., figure 12. The SF legend is shown in all model case figures, where damaged material is indicated in range 0 < SF ≤ 1, and undamaged material is indicated when SF > 1. Tension zones, where SF ≤ 0, are dependent on the rock mass tensile strength cut-off value specified by the modeler.

MINE MODEL MATERIAL DAMAGE PREDICTIONS

Material damage predictions are presented in this section for nonelevated, elevated, and modified stage 2 trench drift design stress model cases. Each case stability analysis identifies rock zone locations, by key labels, and references the SF contour range legend to determine whether a zone is damaged or undamaged. Shear planes may be inferred where damaged and undamaged zones join.

The premining horizontal stress sensitivity analysis assumed high, medium, and low initial principal horizontal stresses. Results from this analysis determined which horizontal stress factor (Ko) would be selected and used in the
subsequent parametric analyses, in which the trench drifts were elevated 3.6 m (12 ft) and 5.5 m (18 ft) above the LHD production drift.

RESULTS FROM PREMINING HORIZONTAL STRESS SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

High Stress Ratio: $K_o = 1.00$

Figure 12 shows the SF contours for the original non-elevated trench drift design as a function of high stress ratio and $H-B(rm)$ strength parameter values. A high shear failure is indicated in the left rib and narrow zone inclined up toward the left trench. A small tension zone appears above the right corner of the LHD draw drift. A stub-shaped undisturbed zone, inclined up to the right of the draw drift, is in a low shear stress state. The left rib pillar is disturbed, whereas the right rib pillar is undisturbed, since $1 < SF \leq 2$.

Figure 13 shows the SF contours for the original non-elevated trench drift design as a function of high stress ratio and $M-C(rm)$ strength parameter values. In general, the location, size, and contour shapes are similar to those in the previous $H-B(rm)$ model. No tension zones exist; however, a larger shear zone is indicated in the right rib pillar. This model case predicts a large-scale failure in the left rib pillar. Once that occurs, the upper left rock mass zone (DD_LT) could dislodge and displace obliquely into the LHD draw drift. The model does not simulate the observed events where both ribs failed locally into the draw drift, followed by a large-scale vertical displacement of the crown pillar (CP) into the draw drift.
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for nonelevated trenches as a function of high stress ratio ($K_0 = 1.00$) and Hoek-Brown rock mass failure criterion model input parameters:
- $UCS(i) = 91.1$ MPa, $m(rm) = 2.2$, $s(rm) = 0.036$
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for nonelevated trenches as function of high stress ratio ($K_o = 1.00$) and Mohr-Coulomb rock mass failure criterion model input parameters: $\phi(m) = 36.5^\circ$, $\sigma_{\text{cal}}(m) = 4.1$ MPa, $\sigma(m) = 3.7$ MPa.
Figure 14 shows the SF contours for the original non-elevated trench drift design as a function of high stress ratio and H-B(i) intact rock strength parameter values. In general, the location, size, and contour shapes are not similar to those presented in the previous two models. The stub-shaped zone, inclined up to the right of the LHD draw drift, is in a very low shear stress state. This stress state infers this zone is not disturbed or damaged. Intact rock parameter values, chosen for this model, represent very good quality rock material, where the RMR value is 100 and corresponds to the inherent intact strength value, $s(i) = 1.0$ (14).

Medium Stress Ratio: $Ko = 0.50$

Figure 15 shows the SF contours for the non-elevated trench drift design as a function of medium stress ratio and H-B(rm) strength parameter values. The central portion of the left rib pillar indicates the material is in a marginally stable condition, since $1 < SF \leq 2$. The zone (DD_LT) is damaged from high shear stress. Material zones beneath the drift floors are undisturbed. A near-vertical shear plane exists directly above the left corner of the LHD draw drift in the crown pillar. The left side of the crown pillar is damaged, whereas the right portion is undamaged. With these conditions, it is unlikely the roof rock-arch and crown pillar could dislodge and displace into the draw drift, since only one nearly vertical shear plane is indicated.

Figure 16 shows the contours for the non-elevated trench drift design as a function of medium stress ratio and M-C(rm) strength parameter values. In general, the location and contour shapes are similar to the previous H-B(rm) model, except the size of the damaged zones increased. Shear failure is indicated in the left rib pillar. The rabbit-ear-shaped zone, above the right corner of the LHD draw drift, appears to be of significant length to induce dislodgement of the crown pillar subsequent to the shear failure in both rib pillars. This particular model begins to simulate the sequence of failures observed in test panels 18 and 19 on the 2315 level.

Figure 17 shows the SF contours for the non-elevated trench drift design as a function of medium stress ratio and H-B(i) intact rock strength parameter values. The intact rock parameter values represent a rock mass of very good quality, according to Hock-Brown's quality categories that range from very poor, poor, fair, good, to very good. The very good RMR value of 100 is equivalent to Hock-Brown's inherent strength $s(i)$ parameter value, where $s(i) = 1$. No material damage is predicted; however, stress patterns show a stub-shaped zone in the crown pillar region, and a zone (DD RTD) that connects the LHD draw drift to the right trench drift.

Low Stress Ratio: $Ko = 0.25$

Figure 18 shows the SF contours for the original non-elevated trench drift design as a function of low stress ratio and H-B(rm) strength parameter values. Major areas of the left and right rib pillars are undamaged and stable, since $1 < SF \leq 2$. Similarly, the stub-shaped region above the draw drift in the crown pillar zone is undamaged and marginally stable. Small-scale rib damage is indicated in both ribs.

A sizeable damaged shear zone (DD_LT) angles up from the left corner of the draw drift toward the left trench. The roof rock-arch zone has decompressed, having sustained tensile strain. The contours reflect that the absolute tensile stress exceeded the Hoek-Brown rock mass tensile strength of 1.48 MPa (220 psi). A large zone (DD_RT) connects the right corner of the draw drift over to the left corner of the right trench drift. Conjugate shear planes exist on either side of the crown pillar zone. A near-vertical shear plane is located directly above the left corner of the draw drift, and the second shear plane is inclined up over the right rib pillar. Despite relatively small areas of shear damage in both draw drift ribs, the indicated damaged zones in the roof-arch and upward along either side of the stub-shaped crown pillar suggest this stub could dislodge and displace vertically into the draw drift. Drillers, ring-drilling in the right trench prior to stage 4 cave initiation blasting, reported reduced drilling rates and subsequent closure of the blast holes before they could load and shoot the ring. This effect may have been caused by the development of the high shear zone (DD_RT) that connects to the left corner of the right trench. This low-horizontal stress model simulates the failure events observed by the Magma engineers, based on the indicated damage zones and kinematics that might occur (figure 4).

Figure 19 shows the SF contours for the non-elevated trench drift design as a function of low stress ratio and M-C(rm) strength parameter values. In general, the location and contour shapes are similar to those shown in the previous H-B(rm) model, except the size (extent) of the damaged zones increased slightly. A sizeable damaged shear zone (DD_LT) angles upward from the left corner of the draw drift toward the left trench slope surface. In the two test panels on the 2315 level, a fan of drill holes had been drilled up into the crown pillar to define the trench slope inclination after full-production caving (stage 3) was achieved. Slope erosion was found to vary around the 60° design value. In some locations, the trench slope surface retained the design value, whereas in other locations either higher or lower slopes developed (8). This model predicts erosion is likely to occur in the right rib of the left trench drift. Some floor heave is indicated, though
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for nonelevated trenches as function of high stress ratio (Ko = 1.00) and Hoek-Brown intact rock failure criterion model input parameters: UCS(i) = 91.1 MPa, m(i) = 15.1, s(i) = 1.
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for nonelevated trenches as function of medium stress ratio (Ko = 0.50) and Hoek-Brown rock mass failure criterion model input parameters: UCS(i) = 91.1 MPa, m(m) = 2.2, s(m) = 0.036.
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for nonelevated trenches as function of medium stress ratio (Ko = 0.50) and Mohr-Coulomb rock mass failure criterion model input parameters:

\[ \phi(m) = 36.5^\circ, \ \sigma_{oct}(m) = 4.1 \text{ MPa}, \ \sigma_{d}(m) = 3.7 \text{ MPa}. \]
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for nonelevated trenches as function of medium stress ratio (Ko = 0.50) and Hoek-Brown intact rock failure criterion model input parameters:
$UCS(i) = 91.1 \text{ MPa, } m(i) = 15.1, s(i) = 1$. 
Stage 2 material damage predictions for nonelevated trenches as function of low stress ratio $(K_0 = 0.25)$ and Hoek-Brown rock mass failure criterion model input parameters: $UCS(i) = 91.1$, $MPa$, $m(rm) = 2.2$, $s(m) = 0.036$. 
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no instances were found in available mine reports. The roof rock-arch zone has decompressed and sustained tensile strain. The absolute tensile stress exceeded the M-C(rm) rock mass strength cut-off value of 3.7 MPa (540 psi).

This low-stress model simulates the failure events observed by Magma engineers. Therefore, this model case was selected for subsequent parametric model case studies to investigate the stability of rock mass surrounding elevated trench drift designs and a modified stage 2 configuration.

Figure 20 shows the SF contours for the nonelevated trench drift design as a function of low stress ratio and H-B(i) intact strength parameter values. Results from this "very good" intact rock quality model may be compared to the results from the (good) rock mass quality model (figure 18). All rock mass zones around the LHD draw drift are marginally stable. The variance in SF contours is caused by the difference in the condition and rated quality of the rock material. The condition of the rock mass, in panels 2 and 41 on 2315 level, was rated good, and the laboratory intact rock samples were rated very good.

RESULTS FROM PARAMETRIC ANALYSES

Stage 2 Elevated Trench Drift
Design Model Cases

Figure 21 shows SF contours for elevated trenches as a function of low stress ratio and H-B(rm) strength parameter values. The SF contour range values suggest that both ribs and crown pillar might remain stable for trench drifts elevated 3.6 m (12 ft) above the LHD draw drift level. However, a high shear zone (DD RTD) angles up toward the left trench, similar to the zone that appeared in previous nonelevated trench drift models.

This model predicts slope erosion in a manner similar to previous models. The crown pillar is undisturbed and appears unlikely to become dislodged and displace into the draw drift. The high shear zone (DD RTD) that existed in the nonelevated model cases does not exist here, inferring stability of the crown pillar may be enhanced. Tension zones, in the draw drift floor, may pose problems for specific geological conditions, involving steeply dipping joint and/or fault systems.

Figure 22 shows the SF contours for the elevated trenches as a function of low stress ratio and M-C(rm) strength parameter values. In general, the location and contour shapes are similar to the previous H-B(rm) model, except the size (extent) of the damaged zones increased. The left rib pillar is marginally stable and only minor shear failure occurs in the left rib of the draw drift. A near-vertical shear plane exists directly above the left corner of the draw drift, and a high shear zone has developed above the right corner of the draw drift. Crown pillar displacement would probably occur should the medium shear zone (DD RTD) fail.

Elevating trench drifts 3.6 m (12 ft) above the LHD level would not significantly enhance the stability of the draw and trench drifts. Strike, dip, and spacing data on fault and joint systems identified in panel 3 indicate a dip range from 50° to 70° with a mean joint spacing of 0.33 m (1 ft). Given these joint orientations, it is possible that joint slip in zone (DD RTD) could result in a portion of the crown pillar dislodging and invading the draw drift. Since the rock bolting design included 3.6-m (12-ft) long bolts on 11.2-m (4-ft) centers into the roof rock-arch, one might expect a portion of the crown pillar to displace en masse into the draw drift.

Figure 23 shows SF contours for elevated trenches as a function of low stress ratio and estimated H-B(rm) strength parameter values. RMR values were averaged to represent combined material constant properties of panels 3 and 11 on 2615 level. The values are UCS(i) = 53 MPa (7,689 psi); the friction parameter m(53) = 5; the inherent strength s(53) = 0.006 (table 2). Figure 24 shows SF contours for elevated trenches as a function of low stress ratio and estimated H-B(rm) strength parameter values. These values were obtained from triaxial test data on intact core samples and RMR field surveys performed in the southern region of panel 3 on the 2615 level during initial stage development. The values are UCS(i) = 43 MPa (6,260 psi); average friction parameter m(51) = 3.5; the average inherent strength s(51) = 0.004 (table 2). From this field RMR survey value, the rock mass quality was rated as fair. Model predictions indicated shear damage is extensive and surrounds the crown pillar region. The model simulates the observed failure sequence, where both LHD draw drift ribs fail in shear followed by a large-scale displacement of the roof rock-arch from the crown pillar location.

Figure 25 shows SF contours for elevated trenches as a function of low stress ratio and estimated H-B(rm) strength parameter values by data analysis method III for panel 11 on 2615 level. Since the field RMR survey value equals 58, the initial undisturbed rock quality was rated as good (12). Estimated H-B(rm) parameter values for this model are UCS(i) = 72.7 MPa (10,540 psi); the friction constant m(58) = 8; the inherent strength s(58) = 0.009 (table 2). Results show that most of the rock mass zones surrounding the LHD draw drift are marginally stable, and the draw and right trench drifts sustained tensile strain. Tensile strain occurred in both the floor and roof rock-arch zones. Geologists reported fewer ground instability
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for elevated trenches (3.6 m (12 ft)) as function of low stress ratio (Ko = 0.25), average geological rock mass rating (RMR = 53) in panels 3 and 11 on 2615 level, and estimated Hoek-Brown rock mass strength parameter values by method III: UCS(i) = 53 MPa, m(rm) = 5, and s(rm) = 0.006.
Stage 2 material damage predictions for elevated trenches (3.6 m (12 ft)) as function of low stress ratio ($K_o = 0.25$), average geological rock mass rating ($RMR = 51$) in panel 3 on 2615 level, and estimated Hoek-Brown rock mass strength parameter values by method III: $UCS(i) = 43.2$ MPa, $m(m) = 3.5$, $s(m) = 0.004$. 
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for elevated trenches (3.6 m (12 ft)) as function of low stress ratio ($Ko = 0.25$), geological rock mass rating (RMR = 58) in panel 11 on 2615 level, and estimated Hoek-Brown rock mass strength parameter values by method III: $UCS(i) = 72.7$ MPa, $m(rm) = 8$, $s(rm) = 0.009$. 
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problems had occurred in panel 11, which was located 303 m (1,000 ft) west of panel 3. The field survey site in panel 3 was located near the intersection of two large fault systems, the northwest and vent raise systems. The amount of rib sloughing that occurred in panel 11 was notably less than observed and reported in panel 3. With more sample data for rock strength data analyses, the data analysis method III could be used to assist in characterizing rock mass zones throughout an orebody.

Figure 26 shows SF contours for a hypothetical elevated trench drift design as a function of low stress ratio and H-B(rm) strength parameter values from borehole shear tests in panels 2 and 41 on 2315 level. Results suggest some stabilizing advantages might be achieved by elevating the trench drift 5.4 m (18 ft) above the LHD production level. Rock mass zones around the draw drift are marginally stable. Tension zones, in the immediate roof and floor of the draw and right trench drifts, should pose no problems.

Using M-C(rm) parameter values, figure 27 shows SF contours similar to those predicted in the previous H-B(rm) model with one notable exception. A high shear zone (DD_RT) connects the upper right corner of the LHD draw drift to the left trench. A second damage zone (DDRTD) originates at the upper-right corner of the LHD draw drift and connects to the left corner of the chamber draw drift at the brow (CDB).

Figure 28 shows SF contours for the modified stage 2 geometry as a function of low stress ratio and H-B(rm) strength parameter values. Model case results predict a damage zone (DD_LT) that angles up from the left corner of the LHD draw drift to the left trench. A second damaged zone (DD_RT) originates at the upper-right corner of the LHD draw drift and connects to the left corner of the chamber draw drift at the brow.

Figure 29 shows the SF contours for the modified stage 2 geometry as a function of M-C(rm) strength parameter values. In general, the location and contour shapes are similar to the previous H-B(rm) model, except the area extent of the damaged zones increased. The amount of disturbed rock mass in the right rib pillar increased and suggests unstable conditions may exist there.

Figure 30 shows the SF contours for the modified stage 2 geometry as a function of low stress ratio and estimated H-B(rm) strength parameter values. Material damage prediction results are similar to the previous models except for the indicated tension failure. Contours indicate that computed model stress exceeded the Hoek-Brown rock mass tensile strength. The possibility of floor heave is displayed by this model. In fact, several large-scale floor heaves had occurred in panel 3 in LHD production drifts located north of the TV camera field survey site.

**FIELD SURVEY SITE RESULTS**

**USBM BOREHOLE TV CAMERA OBSERVATIONS**

TV camera surveys were conducted 3 months apart in an array of four, 75-mm (3-in) diam boreholes drilled in panel 3 draw drift 7 (DD 7) near chamber draw drift 5 south (CD 5S) on the 2615 level (figure 31). A horizontal hole was drilled 5.1 m (17 ft) into the south rib pillar, and an inclined hole (45°) was drilled 8.5 m (28 ft) into the south arch zone. Two vertical holes, 2.7 m (9 ft) apart, were drilled 8.5 m (28 ft) into the crown pillar (figures 54, 31). Typical ground support in LHD draw drifts consisted of pretensioned, grouted bolts 3.6 m (12 ft) long and spaced on 1.2-m (4-ft) centers.

The first survey recorded audio descriptions and video images of rock conditions inside the boreholes during the modified stage 2 configuration. Modified stage 2 excavation geometry was necessary because the adjacent right trench drift 7 (TD 7) had not yet been excavated. The second survey was conducted after the right trench drift 7 (TD 7) was excavated, blasted, and achieved full-production caving (stage 5) status (figures 54, 31). Borehole surface conditions were described in terms of cracks, fractures, voids (vugs), veinlets, and disturbed (rubble) material. The first survey recorded cracks, fractures,
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for hypothetical elevated trench drift design (5.5 m (18 ft)) as function of low stress ratio (Ko = 0.25) and Hoek-Brown rock mass strength parameter values from panels 2 and 41 on 2315 level by method III: UCS(i) = 91.1 MPa, \( m(m) = 2.2, s(m) = 0.036 \).
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Stage 2 material damage predictions for hypothetical elevated trench drift design (5.5 m (18 ft)) as function of low stress ratio (\( K_o = 0.25 \)) and Mohr-Coulomb rock mass strength parameter values from panels 2 and 41 on 2315 level by method 1: \( \phi(m) = 36.5^\circ \), \( \sigma_{\text{col}}(m) = 4.1 \text{ MPa} \), \( \sigma_d(m) = 3.7 \text{ MPa} \).
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Modified stage 2 material damage predictions around chamber drift brow for delayed excavation of right trench drift as function of low stress ratio (Ko = 0.25) and Hoek-Brown rock mass strength parameters: UCS(i) = 91.1 MPa, m(m) = 2.2, s(m) = 0.036.
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Modified stage 2 material damage predictions around chamber drift brow for delayed excavation of right trench drift as function of low stress ratio (Ko = 0.25) and Mohr-Coulomb rock mass strength parameters: \( \phi(m) = 36.5^\circ, \sigma_{\text{aav}}(m) = 4.1 \text{ MPa}, \sigma_{(m)} = 3.7 \text{ MPa} \).
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Modified stage 2 material damage predictions around chamber drift brow for delayed excavation of right trench drift as function of low stress ratio (Ko = 0.25), average geological rock mass rating (RMR = 51) in panel 3 on 2615 level, and estimated Hoek-Brown rock mass strength parameters: UCS(i) = 43.2 MPa, m(m) = 3.5, s(m) = 0.004.
Figure 31

Locations of TV camera boreholes and convergence extensometers at survey site in panel 3 on 2615 level.
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and disturbed material with increasing frequency from the deep end of the holes out to the drift opening. In the two vertical holes, veinlets and open fractures were observed at 1.8 m (6 ft) and 7.3 m (24 ft). Some disturbed material was observed within the first 1.8 m (6 ft) of both vertical holes. In the inclined hole, extensive cracks were recorded at 1.2 m (4 ft); extensive cracks and disturbed material was detected between 1.8 m (6 ft) and 4.2 m (14 ft); open cracks (or voids) were recorded at 3.6 m (12 ft). In the horizontal hole directly below the inclined hole, extensive open fractures were reported between 2.4 m (8 ft) and 3.6 m (12 ft), with extensive fractures recorded from 3 m (10 ft) to 4.5 m (15 ft) into the rib.

Results from the second survey indicated the vertical hole, west of the extensometers, was blocked at 7.3 m (24 ft); the vertical hole, nearest the inclined hole, was blocked at 3.6 m (12 ft); the inclined hole was blocked at 6.4 m (21 ft); and the horizontal hole was blocked at 2.4 m (8 ft) into the south rib. Blockages indicate material damage and movement occurred and correlated well to the damage zones predicted by either stage 2 or the modified stage 2 stress model.

Borehole TV surveys illustrated the utility of this camera system for detecting the onset of internal rock mass material disturbance and assessing conditions for rock bolting design requirements (19).

**MAGMA CONVERGENCE MONITORING MEASUREMENTS**

Vertical convergence extensometers, 3 m (10 ft), 5.1 m (17 ft), and 7.6 m (25 ft) long, were installed at the field survey site (figure 5A). Convergence measurements confirmed vertical displacements occurred at each extensometer and continued during the 3-month period. Horizontal extensometers, 2.8 m (9.4 ft), and 1.6 m (5.3 ft) long, had been installed near the chamber drift 5 south (CD 5S) rib (figure 31). Initially, these units detected horizontal rib convergence, but became inoperable during the modified stage 2 mining cycle.

**INVESTIGATION SUMMARY**

Results from the two-dimensional boundary-element structural stress analyses indicate significant rock mass damage could occur around the LHD draw drift at the start of each repeated mining cycle (stage 2) when the first of two adjacent trench drifts was ring-drilled and blasted. The extent of material damage was extensive for the nonelevated trench drift design, but was reduced marginally when the trench drifts were elevated to the height equal to the height of the LHD draw drift and higher. Two types of analyses were used to investigate the effects of premining stress and elevated trenches on the development of unstable rock mass zones.

In the first analysis, a premining horizontal stress sensitivity study was performed to find a mine stress model that simulated the type of failures observed for the nonelevated trench design. The model, which assumed a relatively low horizontal premining stress of one-quarter the value of the premining vertical stress, simulated reasonably well the failure events that frequently occurred in the nonelevated trench panels. In the second analysis, a parametric study was performed by varying only the elevation of the trench drifts above the LHD production drift elevation. Of all the mine stress cases, the critical mining cycle, at which considerable material damage was predicted by the model, occurred at stage 2 and/or the modified stage 2 configuration.

For both analyses, a secondary rock-quality sensitivity analysis was performed, based on three sets of shear-failure rock mass and intact rock parameter values, where (1) the Mohr-Coulomb parameters were obtained directly from borehole shear tests previously conducted at the mine by USBM; (2) the Hoek-Brown parameters were obtained indirectly using Hoek-Brown's empirical analysis methods on laboratory triaxial and the borehole shear test data; and (3) the Hoek-Brown parameter values were estimated from field RMR survey values and the laboratory triaxial test data on intact core samples. In general, the locations and contour shapes of predicted material damage zones were quite similar between the Hoek-Brown and the Mohr-Coulomb rock mass parameter values. The main difference was that the extent of material damage was slightly larger using the Mohr-Coulomb parameter values. Models using the Hoek-Brown intact rock strength parameter values indicated marginally stable to stable zones around the LHD draw drift.

Crack development was detected inside the TV camera boreholes during the initial modified stage 2 mining cycle, with voids appearing from 1.8 m (6 ft) to 3.6 m (12 ft) into the camera boreholes. Closed holes blocked the TV camera during the second survey.
From the field inspection and review of the mine reports, a number of factors were identified that contributed to the ground instabilities encountered in the test panels on the 2315 level and in the production panels on the 2615 level. Geological conditions varied considerably in each panel. Mining in steeply dipping joint systems and altered material in fault zones adversely affected the safety and productivity of the operation. A design that requires 35% to 45% of the remaining unmined rock to sustain induced overpressure from initial caving depends on good quality rock mass in the remaining rib pillars. Failure of one rib pillar would likely impose excessive loads onto neighboring rib and crown pillars.

The study was based on ideal, linear-elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic material behavior assumptions. These limitations were considered reasonable for conducting a preliminary structural stress analysis to investigate the possible causes of the rib and roof rock-arch failures.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results from this study indicate that elevated trench drifts do not significantly minimize internal material damage or reduce the large-scale ground movements frequently encountered at this particular minesite using the mechanized LHD trench undercut panel caving system. Damage zones and shear planes, predicted by the mine structural stress analysis model, were consistent with the borehole TV observations and mine convergence monitoring measurements conducted at the survey site during a complete modified stage 2 mining cycle. The critical excavation stage, at which extensive material damage was predicted by the model, occurred for both the stage 2 and modified stage 2 configurations. Extensive cracks, open fractures, and voids were observed for the modified stage 2 configuration.

Though most block caving problems are associated with jointed, faulted, and broken (discontinuous) rock masses, the boundary-element method can be used to initially investigate what effect the premining stress state and rock mass geotechnical parameters could have on the stability of rock mass structures. Once material damage zones and shear planes are delineated from the boundary-element model, a distinct (or discrete) element stress analysis model may be constructed to further analyze what effects faults, geometry, gravity, and excavation sequences may have on rock mass movements, similar to the study by Jing and Stephansson (20).

Prior to conducting field demonstration tests, computer-aided mine design and geotechnical analysis methods should be used to evaluate site conditions and design alternatives.
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